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TIris is simply to express concern that Health Canada has awarded research money to a project
involving Dr. Arthnr Leznoff, a Toronto physician who is known from coast to coast as being
hostile to the concerns of person with environmental sensitivities. While claiming to be
"sympathetic" to the concerns of persons with sensitivities,. Health Canada continues to pnrsue
policies and approaches which are causing damages to persons with this disability. The
Department dishonestly refers to sensitivities as a new problem, new to medicine, about which
there is little science and therefore little that can be done to stop the ongoing abuse of persons
with these often disabling reactions. Ironically, the abuse results from attitudes the "sympathetic"
Department itself displays.

The Department's position is particularly shocking considering the positive work that was
done Wlder Messrs Beatty and Bouchard, before Dr. Felix Li became the file lIl8IWgeron the
subject. Dr. Li is known for commments such as "the literature is only recent" when he has only
done a search "back to 1980", and when departmental records indicate studies all the way back to
1908.

The involvement of Dr. LeznofI in publicly funded research is disturbing considering his
comments in the Globe and Mail that the concern is "hokus polms", 8Ild his pejorative 8Ild
damaging remarks on a CBC Name of Things program by David Suzuki. Immediately following
Dr. Leznoffs comment in the Globe and Mail, insurance comp811i.essent dozens of persons with
sensitivities to him for assessment. The vast majority ifnot all of these claims were denied by
the bigotted and wrinfonned doctor.

Why would the Department spend public money on a study affecting the health of increasing
numbers of Canadians when it is being done, in part,. by a man who has prejudices as obvious as
those of Or. Leznofl?

ehris Brown
613-236-7683
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